Wedding Photographer’s
Checklist
AS SOON AS THE
WEDDING DATES ARE FIXED
Set a wedding photography budget
Before you proceed, finalize all your
wedding event dates
Make a rough draft of the wedding
photography requirements
Start looking for wedding photographer
near you
Ask your friends and family for references

6-8 MONTHS BEFORE THE WEDDING
Schedule meetings with 3-4 photographers
Discuss about the services, package
and charges
Learn more about their specialization
Go through their previous customer portfolio
Share your desired photography needs
Be open to suggestions from the expert
Ask the photographer about the latest
photography styles and trends
Ensure that all the wedding function’s
photography requirement is considered
Workout various cuisine combinations of
photography styles
Try to understand the difference between
the various photography styles

THINGS TO DISCUSS WITH THE
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHER
Availability, photography locations and time of arrival
Wedding budget
Discuss your expectations and photography preferences
Be open about your ideal wedding photography budget
Ask for a breakdown of service charges
Camera equipment and lenses used
Lighting equipment and editing styles
Number of assistant photographers and team members
Share your must have photo wish list
Number of edited and raw pictures provided
Turnaround time to edit the wedding photographs
Ask about the backup data of the photographs, digital copie
and album creation.
Discuss about the pre wedding shoot- indoor and
outdoor requirements
Other terms and conditions
Payment policies

MUST CLICK
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHS
Share your candid pose wish list
Bride and groom getting ready
Bridal outfits and accessories
Bride walking down the hall
Bride and groom photographs

Family’s photographs
Wedding décor and celebration photos etc.

BEFORE 4-6 MONTHS
Book a wedding photographer at this point of time
Make an advance payment to book the services
Choose your desired photography styles and poses
Fix your pre wedding shoot
Make a final list of all things to do
Communicate all the important details like dates,
venue and timings
Share some references with the expert

BEFORE 2-3 WEEKS
Double check if the service provider
has made the necessary arrangements
Inform the photographer about
the changes, if any
Share your last minute suggestions, if any

BEFORE THE BIG DAY
Coordinate with the wedding
photographer for updates
Ensure that the expert is ready
with the arrangements
Confirm the timeline of wedding events
Lastly, ensure that you keep
the final payment ready

Listed 39860+ professional wedding photographer PAN India
Fill up the form above with candid wedding photography, traditional
wedding photography, pre wedding shoot requirements to get free
moving quotes from verified Sulekha wedding partners. Let the experts
capture those beautiful moments in pixels for you!
Bangalore| Chennai| Delhi| Mumbai| Hyderabad| Pune | Kolkata|
Gurgaon| Faridabad| Ghaziabad| Noida| Greater Noida & more cities

All your wedding needs at your fingertips!
CLICK HERE

